The following phishing or spam e-mail was received by members of the Bergen Community College on or around April 17, 2013. DO NOT click on any links and DO NOT respond to this email or any e-mail you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Bergen Community College will never ask for personally identifiable information.

- From: "DEMA0122143" <DEMA0122143@mylc.lee.edu>
- Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:38:42 PM
- Subject: Help Desk

Dear Email User,

Your mailbox has exceeded one or more size limits set by your administrator. Your mailbox size is 164899 KB. You are to receive this warning when your mailbox reaches 160000 KB mailbox size limits: Account Would be disabled only if account owner refuses to re validate account within 48 hours of receiving this warning. To reset and re validate kindly click the Microsoft Login Page below:

Activate Here <URL intentionally removed by ITS>

Thank you.
Help Desk